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I don't know what we would do without our IT team!  No matter what our issue is, they respond and get us 

back on track quickly.  They are awesome! 
 

My comment for them is that since they have all been together, the efficiency and problem solving ability of 
our IT department is amazing.  They are willing to help with anything that you need, without judgment.   

 

No short story - just big kudos. They've always been quick to respond to my requests. 👍 
 

Leif has always shown up to my classroom whenever I call!!! Thank you!!! He is so kind and able to explain 
things in an accessible fashion! Thank you! When he arrives and children are in the room he is so kind and 

engaging! He is patient and “waits his turn “ 😊- thank you!! Our IT department is a true gift!!  
 

They are just really great at what they do, extremely efficient, and always there when you need them! 
 

Seriously the nicest group of guys and always so helpful! These guys are witty and always make me laugh!   I 
am confident that anything I throw their way they can fix, help with, mend or find an answer to no matter the 

task! This group deserves this Spotlight for sure!!!  
 

The tech support team has been truly amazing during this transition time.  They have been timely, thorough, 
calm, polite, forgiving, and all around amazing!  They have truly been so helpful and kind. They have been 

amazing all year, but I couldn't do this job (this way and this well) without them! 
 

We appreciate how quickly the I.T. department responds to questions and solves problems.  They have been 
great about setting up the document projector when we have meetings and guest speakers. 

 

I don't know what to say other than they're GREAT!  These guys helped me out so much in the yearbook room, 
and after the campus closure as well!  I love that we can send an email to IT and get a response within a day, 

and get the issue resolved quickly!  
 

I love our IT Team! They respond quickly when help is needed, always have a hello and a smile, easy to 
communicate with, they listen and take the time to explain things in a way that can be understood.  

 


